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SARAH DURN, TRAVEN STOUT

I N TR O D UCTI ON

TO FAMILIES
We’re so glad you’ve received U-Turn: Upturn Arts at Home!
Each page has a lesson plan written by an Upturn Arts Teaching Artist, including select
lessons with a video tutorial on our YouTube channel. Some projects can be completed by
the student alone, while others should be completed with the help of an older sibling or
adult. Please read the How to Use This Book section with your young artist and determine
where supervision is needed. Be sure to check out the bonus videos from our Positive
Vibrations Foundation Guest Artists!
In the back of this book, the Benchmark Index will show you the Louisiana Education
Standards that were met while completing each project.
We’d love to see your young artist’s work! Send photos or videos to alli@upturnarts.org or
send a direct message to our Facebook or Instagram pages at @upturnarts. If your young
artist is in the photo, tell them to wear their new tie-dyed Upturn Arts t-shirt!

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
BE SAFE

RESPECT YOUR SPACE

Read projects with an adult from beginning
to end and ask for help when you need it!

Prepare your space before you begin and
clean up afterwards. Ask for help finding
these supplies from around your home:
recycled boxes, plastic bottles and caps,
toilet paper rolls, plastic bags, bed sheets
and pillows, costumes, and old clothes.

LISTEN AND DO
Look at how long it will take you to do the
project and gather all of your supplies
before you begin working. Watch the videos
that go with the projects and follow along!
Pause and rewind the video if you need
more time.

CREATE, CREATE, CREATE!
Think outside of the box! Take it a step
further and challenge yourself! At the end
of each project, you’ll have a reflection
that goes into your journal.

Start with the tie-dye kit so you can wear
your shirt, just like we do at camp! Make
and decorate your journal and end with
your time capsule so you can fill it with
some of your projects!

And most importantly… HAVE FUN!

Dana Reed
Executive Director
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B RU S H- U P | TI E- DYE T-S H IRT
TEACHER: Jade Coates, Erin Doherty

WHAT YOU NEED
Upturn Arts Shirt, 1
Dye, 3
Soda Ash, 1 packet
Rubber Bands
Water
Plastic Bags, 2
Cups, 3
Gloves

TIME: 3 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Tie-dye is a technique used to dye fabric. We use rubber bands
to tie off parts of the shirt to create patterns in the fabric! This
project can be messy, so wear the right clothes and work in a
space that can get messy! You may need help from an adult.

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fill a sink halfway with hot water and mix in soda ash
Soak the shirt in the solution for 10 minutes
While the shirt is soaking, prepare the dye
Use plastic cups to mix 1/3 cup of water with each color
Wring out the shirt
Pinch the center of the shirt and twist the rest of the
shirt around your fingers to create a swirl pattern
7. Wrap the rubber bands around the shirt 4 times, in
different directions
8. Place the shirt on the grass or on top of a plastic bag
9. Pour the dye on the shirt in sections; you can use one
color or more!
10. Place the shirt into the plastic bag and leave overnight
to let the dye sink in
11. Remove the rubber bands and rinse the shirt in cold
water until the water runs clear
12. Wash the shirt by itself in cold water with detergent
13. Dry, wear, and show off your new shirt!
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Take a picture of yourself
in your new shirt and
share it with your friends!
See what patterns your
friends made! Save this
picture in your time
capsule.

B RU S H- U P | C R E ATI V E J O UR NA L PART 1
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

WHAT YOU NEED
Needle
Waxed Thread
Paper
Pencil
Colored Pencils
Ruler
Old Magazines
Tack, 1

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Communicating and recording ideas has been a part of the human
experience since the dawn of civilization. Bookbinding is an ancient art
form that was done expertly by hand before technology allowed them
to be mass produced. Today it is a rare and delicate craft and art form.

STEP BY STEP:
1. This project uses a needle, so make sure to tell a parent that you are using a pointy
tool before getting started
2. Individually fold all pages in half horizontally or hamburger style
a. Make sure the edge is crisp by running your fingernail down the fold
3. On top of a surface that can be scratched, or on cardboard from the recycling bin, lay
your ruler along the crease on each individual page
4. With a pencil, put a small mark where 0 on your ruler is, so you know that is the top of
the page for every sheet
5. Take the tack and scratch a tiny hole at the 2 in, 3 in, 4 in, 5 in, and 6 in marks
a. Each paper should have 5 holes along the crease
b. Be precise! This is an essential step so all of your holes match up!
6. Put all of your papers inside of one another with the 0 marks lined up to begin to form a
book!
7. Thread a needle by taking a piece of thread and pulling it through the eye of the needle
8. Tie the ends into a knot so the needle is secure and the thread is twice as thick
9. Holding all the pages together, slightly open, follow the diagram provided to create a
Pamphlet Stitch
a. You will start your stitch in the middle hole from the inside of the folded pages
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B RU S H- U P | C R E ATI V E J O UR NA L PART 1
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

10. To finish the stitch, when you come out of the hole you started through, slip your needle
under one of the loops made by the stitch and tie a knot
11. Use magazines, scissors, glue, pencils, and colored pencils to decorate and design
your front and back cover

REFLECTION
On the inside cover,
write your name, age,
and the date your book
was born! Write 5-8
sentences about yourself
including your favorite
color, food, animal,
hobbies, and what you
want to be when you
grow up!
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B RU S H- U P | GEO M ET R IC EM B R OI D ERY
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

WHAT YOU NEED
Needle
Thread
Background Paper
Pencil
Ruler
Small Plate (or
square container
top)

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Geometry is a kind of mathematics that deals with shapes and
figures. Geometry explains how to build or draw shapes,
measure them, and compare them. People use geometry in
many kinds of work, from building houses and bridges to
planning space travel.

STEP BY STEP:
1. This project uses a needle, so make sure to tell a parent that you are using a pointy tool
before getting started
2. Trace your small plate or container top onto the background paper with a pencil
3. Use a ruler and mark points equal distances around the outline
a. If you’re using a square, you can mark the corners, mark halfway down the sides,
and divide from there
b. If you’re using a circle, divide it as if you were cutting a pizza or marking the
numbers of a clock
4. Thread the needle by taking a piece of thread and pulling it through the eye of the
needle
5. Tie the ends into a knot so the needle is secure and the thread is twice as thick
6. Gently make your first puncture in the back of the paper and pull the needle and thread
through the front so the knot is hidden on the backside of the paper
7. Begin sewing through points in the pattern, each time making a line with your thread
across the paper
8. Keep going until you are satisfied with your shapes!
a. If you run out of thread, tie the end on the back of the paper and start a new thread!
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B RU S H- U P | GEO M ET R IC EM B R OI D ERY
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

REFLECTION
Draw different patterned
shapes and angles in
your sketchbook. Write
about what your
geometric string art
reminds you of. Does it
look like something in
nature? What would you
do differently if you did it
a second time?

Example of possible patterns
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U P- B E AT | A S O N G I N E V E RY L ANG UAG E
TEACHER: Jade Coates

WHAT YOU NEED
Word Bank
Journal
Pencil
Computer or Phone
Google Translate

TIME: 1 hour

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Music can bring everyone together! For this songwriting activity,
we will write a song using words from different languages. Here
is a list of international songs to help you get inspired:

-

Bank Alert and Shekini by Square (Nigerian)
Geriye by Betty G (Ethiopian)
Mama Africa by Kids United (French)
On Ecrit Sur Les Murs by Kids United (French)
Sen Olsan Bari by Aleyna Tilki (Turkish)
Mic Drop and Boy with Luv by BTS (Korean)
1mm by Perfume (Japanese)
Kukatakan Dengan Indah by Peterpan (Indonesian)
Lagi Syantik by Siti Badriah (Indonesian)

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. Get inspiration by looking at the language word bank
and choose 1-5 words from a different language
a. If you don’t see a word or language you want, try
looking it up with Google Translate!
2. Brainstorm ideas for a song by thinking about places
to go, people to see, things to do, your thoughts and
feelings, and powerful words or phrases
3. Write a chorus
a. Write down your lyrics in English and add the
international words you chose
4. Make up a melody for your song and sing it!

In Japanese, the word
Wabi-Sabi means
finding beauty in
imperfection. In English,
we do not have a word
for this. Make up your
own English word that
means “finding beauty in
imperfection”.

BONUS STEPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

VIDEO: Yes

Use more than one language in your song
Use the same word in multiple languages
If you know how to play an instrument, play along!
Create verses and use more than 5 words
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U P- B E AT | A S O N G I N E V E RY L ANG UAG E
TEACHER: Jade Coates

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: Yes

Word Bank
English

Italian

Spanish

French

German

Art

Arte

Arte

Art

Kunst

Beautiful

Bellissimo

Hermoso

Beau

Wunderschönen

Create/To Create

Creare

Crear

Créer

Erstellen/Erschaffen

Dance/To Dance

Danza/Ballare

Baile/Bailar

Danse/Danser

Tanz/Tanzen

Dream/To Dream

Sognare

Sueño/Soñar

Rêve/Rêver

Traum/Träumen

Explore/To Explore

Esplorare

Explorar

Découvrir/Explorer

Erkunden/
Erforschen

Family

Famiglia

Familia

Famille

Familie

Goodbye

Addio

Adiós

Au Revoir

Auf Wiedersehen

Hello

Ciao

Hola

Bonjour

Hallo

Imagine/To Imagine

Immaginate/
Immaginare

Imagínese/Imaginar

Imaginez/Imaginer

Vorstellen/
Vorstellbar

Inspire/To Inspire

Ispirare

Inspirar

Inspirer

Inspirieren

Laugh/To Laugh

Ridere

Risa/A Réir

Rire

Lachen

Learn/To Learn

Imparare

Aprende/Aprender

Apprendre

Lernen

Love/To Love

Amore/Amare

Amore/Amar

Amour/Aimer

Liebe/Lieben

Music

Musica

Música

La Musique

Musik

Paint/To Paint

Dipingere

Pintura/Pintar

Peindre

Farbe/Malen

Sing/To Sing

Canta/Cantare

Canta/Cantar

Chanter

Singen

Rainbow

Arcobaleno

Arco Iris

Arc En Ciel

Regenbogen

Together

Insieme

Juntos

Ensemble

Zusammen

World

Mondo

Mundo

Monde

Welt
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U P-STAG E | S PACE STORY
TEACHER: Jade Coates

WHAT YOU NEED
Paper
Pencils
Markers
Costume
Set (recycled
materials, bed
sheets, pillows)
Journal

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: None

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Imagine what would happen if a space creature saved Earth.
What would they look like? How would they get here? How
would they save the Earth? Let’s create a character and build a
story!

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. Describe and draw your space creature. Try to
answer some of the following questions about them:
a. Name, age, location, year, mood, attitude,
language, best friend, favorite food, favorite
activity, favorite way to travel, favorite thing
on Earth
2. Draw the place where the space creature lives
3. To write your story, answer these questions about
the space creature in your journal:
a. How did they find Earth?
b. How did they find out that Earth is in danger?
c. How did they find a way to help Earth?
d. Why did they want to help Earth?

What if the space
creature’s problem in
your story was real? How
would you solve the
problem? Answer these
questions in your journal.

BONUS STEPS:
1. Select a space in your home where you want to perform and make a set
2. Dress up or make a costume with things you find around your home
3. Perform this story by yourself or with your family!
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B RU S H- U P | C R E ATI V E J O UR NA L PART 2
TEACHER: Jade Coates

WHAT YOU NEED
Hand-bound Journal
Ruler
Pencils
Markers
Tape
Stickers
Journal Ideas Page
Calendar

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: None

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Journals are a great way to creatively organize your thoughts
and your daily plans. This can help you plan out your projects
and give you a place to store your thoughts and ideas!

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

Month Pages
1. Using a ruler, draw a box with 5-6 rows and 7
columns to make a calendar
2. Fill in the calendar with the weeks and numbered
days
3. Circle important days and write a note

What ideas will you put
in your journal? Will
every page be filled with
artwork, or will you do
more reflective writing?

Week Pages
4. Write the days of the week in order on 1-2 pages
5. Write down important things you need to do on
each day of the week
a. Include holidays, art projects, and special
events
Day Pages
6. Write the date at the top of the page
7. Fill it in however you want!
a. Use prompts from the Idea Page
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B RU S H- U P | C R E ATI V E J O UR NA L PART 2
TEACHER: Jade Coates

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: None

Idea Page
Lists

Track Your Habits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Movies to watch
Places to go
Books to read
Chores and assignments
Daily routines
Recipes to try
To-do list
Favorite things
Goals
Instrument chords
Marker swatches
Places you’ve been

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art Prompts

Made the bed
Art projects
Eating healthily
Drink water
Mood and feelings
Walk or exercise
Practiced an instrument
Woke up early/went to bed early
Called a friend or family member
Read a book
Screen time
Did chores

Writing Prompts

• Collage
• Pick a color and draw everything that is that

• You wake up one morning with a tail. What

•

• Who do you miss the most right now and

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

kind of tail is it and what happens next?

• If you had 1 million dollars, what would you do

color (Ex. Yellow flowers, rubber duck, school
bus, lemons, bananas)
Draw food before you eat it or dishes before
they’re clean
Draw your favorite condiment, animal, fruit,
vegetable, ice cream, etc
Draw an imaginary landscape ( Ex. Are the
bushes made out of cotton candy? Do the
animals here look like aliens? Are the flowers
bigger than the trees?)
Sketch pictures of your family and friends
Draw a self portrait
Make an abstract sketch made of shapes,
lines, and colors
Create a drawing that mimics the style of an
artist you like
Draw 1 doodle every day and see how many
days in a row you can get
Draw your favorite animal as food (Ex. Ice
cream cow, pineapple duck, spaghetti cat)

with it?
why?

• Write about a time you felt down. What made
you feel better and why?

• If you were in charge of the grocery shopping,
•
•
•
•
•
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what would be on your list? What would you
make?
Write down a new recipe and name your dish!
Write about one of your heroes. Why do they
inspire you?
Write about one of your favorite activities.
Explain why you love it and who you love to
do it with!
You wake up to find that you’re no longer
living in a house. You’re living in a yacht!
Explain what your new nautical life is like.
Write poems, haikus, or songs.

U P-STAGE | B U IL DI N G T HE F U TU R E
TEACHER: Erin Doherty, Jade Coates

WHAT YOU NEED
Pencil
Tape
Recycled Materials
(toilet paper rolls,
bottle caps, soda
cans, paper bags,
containers, bubble
wrap)
Journal

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: None

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Think of a problem that the world is facing. Create a futuristic
machine that will solve this problem!

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. In your journal, write 5-10 real problems that the
world is facing right now
2. Using a brainstorming web, come up with ideas on
how to fix one problem on the next page
3. Imagine you’re living in the future and you have a
factory that can make any machine you dream of!
Sketch a design for the machine that will help solve
the issue the world is facing
4. Build this machine using materials you find around
your home
5. On the next page, write a blurb about your futuristic
machine using the example below:
The ocean is full of plastic and I want to clean it! I will
build a robot out of wheels, gears, and recycled materials. It
will run on solar power. The robot will sink to the bottom of
the ocean, eat all the plastic, and bring it to a recycling plant.
It’s called Cycle Bot! My company is called Robot Cleaners,
Inc. and the Cycle Bot only costs $10 to make! It comes in a
red box with blue letters that say Cycle Bot. The box is also
recyclable!
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If your product was made
and sold professionally,
how would you do it?
Consider these
questions: What would
be your first steps? How
much does it cost to
make? What is it made
of? How long would it
take to make? Why is this
product important?
Would you sell it or
donate it? Answer in your
journal!

U P-STAGE | B U IL DI N G T HE F U TU R E
TEACHER: Erin Doherty, Jade Coates

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: None

BONUS STEPS: Major brands like Apple, Microsoft, Instagram, Chanel, and Spotify
have eye-catching logos. Create a company name and a logo for your brand. Create
an advertisement or commercial to sell this product.
Use this space for your brainstorming web:

Use these lines to write your blurb:
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U P-T EMP O | DA N CE CH AL L EN GE
TEACHER: Elle Jones

SCAVENGER HUNT
Colorful Door
Tree
Blue Object
Rainbow
Curtains
Gold Object
Family Photos
Silly Object
Bonus: Blue Dog

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
You have 16 seconds to make up a 16 count dance in front of
the places in the Scavenger Hunt list!

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. In your Upturn Arts tie-dye shirt, warm-up with Miss
Elle’s video
2. Make up your dance
a. Count to 16; in dance, that’s called 16 counts
b. One movement can be one count, or it can last
longer and take two to three
c. Add your movements together until you get
to 16
3. Find a place on the Scavenger Hunt list and perform
your 16 count dance
4. Take a video to share with your friends, family, and
Upturn Arts students and teachers!
BONUS STEPS: How many 16 count sections can you
fit into a 100 count dance? Would you be able to divide
the counts evenly? How long would it take to do a 100
count dance?
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What are your favorite
movements? Why? Write
a short list of actions and
make up a movement for
each one.
Example: Rise, kick, spin,
stick, fall, push, wiggle,
jab
Use those movements to
make up a new 16 count
dance!

B RU S H- U P | U P-CYC LE D B OW L WE AV I N G
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

WHAT YOU NEED
Cardboard Circle
Scissors
Plastic Bags
Circular Object

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Up-cycling is when we creatively reuse something you would
normally throw in the trash. It is the transformation of packaging
and other by-products into new materials or products!

STEP BY STEP:
1. Trace a small circular object in the center of the cardboard circle
2. Create slits in the cardboard around the center as pictured
a. The slits must be slightly v-shaped
3. Bend the “petals” up to create the bowl shape
4. Cut strips from the plastic bags
5. Starting at the base of one petal, weave a plastic strip in front and behind the petal
(out, in, out) around your circle
6. Start a new plastic strip, weaving the opposite way (in, out, in)
a. This will help the weave be tighter and allow you to alternate colors
7. The strips do not need to be tied together; simply tuck the beginning and ending
strips in and tidy as you go
8. Twist your plastic bag strips to condense them as you weave
9. Scrunch down your woven plastic strips to create a tighter weave
10. Leave the top edges of the petals to fold over and secure the woven bags
11. Decorate the inside circle and outer edge with colored pencils or any drawing
materials!
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B RU S H- U P | U P-CYC LE D B OW L WE AV I N G
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

TIME: 2 hours

BONUS STEPS: What can you do with your up-cycled
bowl? Your bowl or basket can be used to hold jewelry,
keys, art supplies, found objects, or small sentimental
items.

VIDEO: Yes

REFLECTION
How is up-cycling good
for the planet? Journal

But what else could the bowl be used for? Could you
make several of them and turn them into a sculpture?
Does it hang from above or sit on the ground?

about ways you up-cycle

In your journal, sketch some ideas that use the upcycled bowls to create something new!

daily basis?

or recycle. How else can
you help the Earth on a

GOING FURTHER:
Experiment with how
angled your slits are and
how big your bowl is.
You could even make a
basket using this
technique!
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B RU S H- U P | S EL F-P O RT R AI T P LAY I NG CAR DS
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

WHAT YOU NEED
Cardstock, 1
Colored Pencils
Watercolor
Paintbrush
Pencil
Photo of Yourself

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
A self portrait is a painting, photograph, sculpture, or other
artistic representation of an artist created by that artist.

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. Use a ruler and pencil to trace an inner border for
your playing card
a. Make sure all the lines are an equal distance
from the outer edge
2. Draw a diagonal line from the top-left corner of your
inner border to the bottom-left corner
3. Choose what card and suit you will be!
a. Are you the King, Queen, Jack, Joker, or your
lucky number?
4. Draw your letter or number at the top-left and
bottom-right corners
5. Put your suit (diamond, heart, spade, or club)
underneath your letter or number
6. Following your reference photo, draw yourself in the
top triangle as your character
7. Flip the page and repeat, drawing yourself in the
remaining triangle
8. Trace over your lines to make them darker and add
color to the playing card self-portrait with colored
pencils and watercolor

Miss Erin challenges you
to come up with your
own game in honor of
Upturn Arts’ 2020
Art-lympic summer
games. Use your journal
to brainstorm ideas for
your game then play it
with a friend!
GOING FURTHER:
Can you make portraits
of your pets, family, or
friends as different
playing cards? Can you
make a 52 card deck?
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B RU S H- U P | S EL F-P O RT R AI T P LAY I NG CAR DS
TEACHER: Erin Doherty

TIME: 2 hours

Artwork by Erin Doherty

VIDEO: Yes

Artwork by Gilbert N. Jefferson
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UP-STAGE | FAM OU S A RTWOR K C EL L PH O NE PI CTUR E
TEACHER: Erin Doherty, Traven Stout

WHAT YOU NEED
Cell Phone
Famous Artwork
Costume
Props
Background

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
Composition is the arrangement of elements in an artwork.
Visual artists use elements of art such as line, shape, color,
texture, form, and value to create a relationship within the art
piece that is pleasing to them and hopefully the viewer.
As you explore famous artworks, think about how the painting or
photo is composed!

STEP BY STEP:
1. On a cell phone or computer, research famous artworks that could be recreated
into a photograph
2. Save the picture of the artwork to your cell phone or computer
3. Get into costume and plan the scene
a. Use things around the house to recreate the colors, textures, and clothes in the
painting
4. Find a good background for your photo
5. Ask a sibling or parent to snap a photo of you!
BONUS STEP: Let’s have a Cell Phone Scavenger Hunt! Take a photo with…

-

Leading lines (lines that lead the eye around the picture)
Repetitive shapes and patterns
Symmetry (the photo is almost the same on both the left and right sides)
Complementary colors (colors opposite each other on the color wheel)
- Red and green, orange and blue, yellow and purple
Contrast (light and dark)
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UP-STAGE | FAM OU S A RTWOR K C EL L PH O NE PI CTUR E
TEACHER: Erin Doherty, Traven Stout

TIME: 2 hours

VIDEO: Yes

REFLECTION
In your hand-bound journal,
explain why you chose this
artwork to recreate.
GOING FURTHER:
Make more famous artwork
Woman Tuning a Lute by Gerrit Van Honthorst

recreations! Get your family
involved and take photos of
them as other artworks!

Harmless Kitty by Yoshitomo Nara

Mother and Child by Pablo Picasso
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B RU S H- U P | TI M E CA PS UL E
TEACHER: Jade Coates

WHAT YOU NEED
Time Capsule
(recycled box or
bottle)
Art Projects
Journal
Photos
Tape
U-Turn Sticker
Decorations

TIME: 1 hour

VIDEO: Yes

BUILDING KNOWLEDGE
We hope you enjoyed your U-Turn packet from Upturn Arts! To
remember everything you’ve made, create a time capsule to
open up next year!

STEP BY STEP:

REFLECTION

1. Gather your journal and art projects you’ve created
2. Take time to enjoy everything you’ve created and
pick a few items for your time capsule
3. Fill your time capsule and seal it
4. Decorate your time capsule
5. Fill out the U-Turn Sticker and place it on the time
capsule
6. Ask for help to bury or hide the capsule
a. If you bury your time capsule, make sure it will
keep everything inside of it dry
7. Remember where it is! You can even draw a map
8. Wait one year to open it!
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Write a short letter to
yourself one year from
today. Record your
thoughts, your feelings,
and what you think the
world will look like one
year from today! This can
be the last item in your
time capsule.

B EN C H M AR K I ND E X
GROUP: Zulu, Rex

TIE-DYE T-SHIRT: Page Number: 3
Art: Recognize universal symbols and how works of art
communicate a universal language
Science: Make predictions based on prior experiences
Art: Compare and contrast multiple possibilities
available for artistic expression

AGES: 8-14

BUILDING THE FUTURE: Page Number: 13
Theater: Compare and contrast multiple possibilities
and options available for artistic expression in theater
arts
Science: Design, evaluate, and/or refine a solution to a
complex, real-world problem based on scientific
knowledge, student-generated sources of evidence,
prioritized criteria, and trade off considerations

CREATIVE JOURNAL 1: Page Number: 4
Art: Maintain a sketchbook or journal, or develop a
portfolio
ELA: Integrate information presented in different media
or formats as well as in words to develop a coherent
understanding of a topic or issue

DANCE CHALLENGE: Page Number: 15
Dance: Demonstrate awareness of various new ideas,
possibilities, and situations pertaining to creating dance
Math: Develop an understanding of fractions as
numbers

GEOMETRIC EMBROIDERY: Page Number: 6
Math: Draw and identify lines and angles and classify
shapes by properties of their lines and angles
Math: Extend understanding of fraction equivalence and
ordering
Music: Analyze patterns and relationships

RECYCLED BOWL WEAVING: Page Number: 16
Art: Develop skills in creating various art forms,
including art forms from other cultures
Art: Explore and discuss techniques and technologies
for visual expression and communication
Math: Reason with shapes and their attributes

A SONG IN EVERY LANGUAGE: Page Number: 8
Music: Improvise or compose and perform written music
ELA: Apply knowledge of language to understand how
language functions in different contexts, to make
effective choices of meaning or style, and to
comprehend more fully when reading or listening

SELF-PORTRAIT PLAYING CARD: Page Number: 18
Math: Geometric measurement: understand the concept
of angles and measure angles
Art: Produce works of art that convey a central theme
based on imagery, ideas, feelings, and memories
Art: Explore and identify imagery from a variety of
sources and create visual representations

SPACE STORY: Page Number: 10
Theater: Engage in individual use of technical
dimensions of the dramatic form such as theatrical
space, scenery, set design, costuming, and make-up
ELA Writing: Produce clear writing in which the
development, organization, and style are appropriate to
the task, purpose, and audience
Science: Apply scientific ideas, principles, and/or
evidence to construct, revise, and use an explanation for
real-world phenomena, examples, or events

FAMOUS ARTWORK TO PHOTO: Page Number: 20
Art: Identify major works of great and influential artists
and recognize their achievements
ELA: Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
using different mediums (print or digital text, video,
multimedia) to present a particular topic or idea
TIME CAPSULE: Page Number: 22
Art: Understand the meaning and significance of ideas,
themes, and messages in works of art from the past and
present
ELA: Write narratives to develop real or imagined
experiences or events using effective technique, wellchosen details, and well-structured sequences

CREATIVE JOURNAL 2: Page Number: 11
Art: Use the elements and principles of design and art
vocabulary to visually express individual ideas
ELA Writing: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts,
supporting a point of view with reasons and information
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